Property ID: #10422

Price: 115,000 USD

Beautiful Villa Located in Opera Salvaje, Playa Hermosa

Playa Hermosa

Villa Macaw is the perfect place to enjoy all the amenities of Playa Hermosa. It is located inside the safe peaceful community of Opera Salvaje, a sought after premiere community with gated entrance, and security guards on site 24 hours a day. This charming villa is absolutely ideal! Very close to world famous surf, pristine beaches and Jaco is just a short drive away. Built in Spanish Mediterranean architecture, with 15 foot high ceilings of exposed teak beams and an open floor plan, this villa has a nice kitchen, spacious living area, and two master bedrooms, identical in size (both very large) with one offering french doors that open onto a garden terrace. The large, walk-in shower is made of slate stone, and completely open with a rainforest shower-head. The villa has a wonderful large pool just steps outside your front door, or off the master bedroom. This perfectly maintained pool is shared by only 3 other privately owned villas. There are only a total of 4 villas that share the common areas. Costa Rica’s natural beauty is just a short hike away. Beautiful waterfalls where you might see the gorgeous blue morpho butterflies or white-faced monkeys. The Opera Salvaje area is a natural flyway for the Imperial Scarlet Macaws; their distinctive brilliant red and cobalt blue coloration can be seen as the birds fly in early morning or mid-afternoon to feed on the fruits of the trees ringing the community. This neighborhood is one of a handful of neighborhoods in Playa Hermosa offering excellent drinking water because we&frac10;ve on a deep well which is also filtered. New mountain bike trails have been established in the neighborhood, plus just 100 yards from the front door there are numerous trails to explore to waterfalls, up mountains, into the rain forest or simply to the beach. Los Suenos Marina with world class sport fishing is about a 20-minute drive. Opera Salvaje is ideal for absentee owners, or full-time residents. it is gated with security guards on site 24/7. Villa Macaw is being sold completely furnished and turnkey.